The Symmetry Homeland version of Security Management Software is designed to provide powerful integrated Access Control and security management solutions for those users taking advantage of Federal smart card standards such as FIPS 201, CAC, PIV, TWIC and FRAC as well as 128 bit credential number matching for UUID & FASC-N.

Symmetry Homeland comes in various versions sized to meet the needs of virtually any agency. Symmetry Homeland Professional is for medium-sized organizations requiring a client/server security management system that can use existing LAN/WAN networks.

Symmetry Homeland Enterprise uses the powerful Microsoft® SQL Server database, which meets the requirements of high performance and scalability for systems handling large amounts of data. Symmetry version 8 allows separation of SQL database and applications server.

Symmetry Homeland is designed for organizations spread over a number of geographically dispersed sites, and allows each site to maintain autonomous operation and responsibility for its own security systems, while obtaining benefits from centralized administration, card management and alarm handling.

Symmetry Homeland provides a comprehensive range of standard features, including Access Control, Alarm Monitoring, Video Management, Visitor Management, badging and Graphical Maps, database partitioning for multiple disparate users groups, and additional options available to meet special requirements. Client access is also available using the SymmetryWEB™ client.

Supplied with a very comprehensive range of standard features, the system can be expanded further by adding licenses for card readers and security cameras and a range of totally integrated optional software modules.

Important optional capabilities include a fully integrated SCIF intrusion system incorporated within the Symmetry Access Control hardware and the Threat Level Management module. This automatically modifies security levels based on the current threat level.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Single-server Access Control and Security Management System scalable to multiple servers
- Competitively priced to support installations from medium to very large
- Unlimited client PCs, card readers and card holders
- Microsoft SQL Server Database technology
- Employs the very latest thinking in user interface design
- Fully LAN and WAN compatible using minimal bandwidth
- Supports redundant clustered servers and virtualization
- 128 bit credential number matching
- Symmetry Video Management software as standard
- Visitor Management software as standard
- Comprehensive alarm handling features
- SCIF Intrusion system built into Symmetry controllers
- Threat Level Manager
- Options to control Video Management Systems, Network Video Recorders, intercom systems, alarm panels, and more
- Workflow Designer module available
- Open architecture with various integration options
- Database and application separation for data centers
- Additive advance access rights
- Single sign-on option for authentication to Microsoft Active Directory
- DIACAP and DIARMF approved installations
- FICAM Approved (see relevant card reader datasheets)
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PURCHASING INFORMATION

SYMmetry Professional Homeland Security Edition Software
- PRO-PLAT-V8.x-HSE Platform Software
- PRO-LIC-xxx-V8 Card Reader Licenses (xxx = 008, 016, 032, 064, 128, 256, 512)
- VID-CAM-xxx-V8 Camera Licenses (xxx = 004, 008, 016, 032, 064, 128)
- PRO-CLIENT-V8.x Client PC Software

SYMmetry Enterprise Homeland Security Edition Software
- ENT-PLAT-V8.x-HSE Platform Software
- ENT-LIC-xxx-V8 Card Reader Licenses (xxx = 008, 016, 032, 064, 128, 256, 512)
- VID-CAM-xxx-V8 Camera Licenses (xxx = 004, 008, 016, 032, 064, 128)
- ENT-CLIENT-V8.x Client PC Software

SYMmetry Enterprise Homeland Security Edition CLUSTER-AWARE Software
- ENT-PLAT-CA-HSE Cluster Aware Software

OPTIONAL MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Software packages offer a range of fully-integrated additional features designed to enhance the system and provide higher levels of flexibility and integration. Optional features include:
- Active Directory single sign-on
- Workflow Designer
- Threat Level Manager
- Intrusion Management
- SymmetryWEB™
- XML Open Integration Module
*Requires export control licensing when exported to certain countries

APPROVALS
- FICAM
- UL 294
- UL 1076
- EN 50133
- DIARMF
- DIACAP
- SEAP
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